The varsity cross country team from Northeastern University in a regular meet for the second time since last Thursday and for the third time the Beavers lost to Northeastern while winning the third squad. The first score was NU 10, MIT 9, and BU 11. The Beavers were victorious, defeating Northeastern 13-9.

Captain Dan Oliver, '60, led the piens with a fourth place finish; the first MIT runner has finished this season. In 21:22 for the 4-mile course, George Weissinger, '61, followed a 24th spot in 21:33. Captain Bob Miller, '60, and Herb Wegener, '61, were sixth and ninth with Ed. McCollough, '60, 12th, Herb Grivies, '60, 13th, and Steve Banks, '60, 14th, sailed out the top seven for the eight-man.

Regular Season Ended

The Beavers thus concluded their regular season schedule with a 5-7 overall. Although percentage wise not quite as last year, the entire squad showed great improvement, as indicated by the fact that last week the four top MIT runners finished in less than 22 minutes and the first eight in less than 23, whereas the previous two or two would have been in the former category, with maybe in the latter. Interest and spirit have been higher, too. This season's had thirteen regular competition while last fall's had only eight.

Freshman First Win

The freshman concluded their campaign with their first meet victory of the season. Tom Goddard, Chuck Bigsby, and Roger Hohrisch swept the top three places to insure the yearling vic. Pete Hirl, Jeff Gibson, and Roger Hinrichs swept the varsity three with Herb Wegener, '61, 9th, four behind Coast Guard. It was a closely fought battle as the first eight were ever so close in 22:22. The first two were within a second of each other.

The varsity sailors were edged by the Jumbos in their final meet, the last race of the season the MIT Ships to be held here next weekend.
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